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SUMMARY 
The princigles of the Cross method of momcnt distri- 
bution are used to check the stability of structural mem; 
bers under axial load. A brief theoretical treatment of 
the -sub.joct , together with an illustrative problem, is in- 
cluded as nell as a discussion of the reduced modulus at 
high stresses and a set of tables to aid ih the solution 
of practical problems. 
INTRODUCTION -- 
One of the problems in the design of structures is to 
make certain that the compression members are stable un- 
der the loads to be carried. For example, it is assumed 
that tie usual column formulas give tho critical stress at 
which a compression member becomes unstable in bending. 
In order to use these formulas, however, the value of the 
restraint coefficient c must be known. - 
For a structure built with-the members joined to each 
other by frictionless pins at each end, c = 1. For a- 
structure built with the members continuous at the joints, 
homover, the value of c for any compression member is de- 
pendent qon the size of all members In the structure and 
the a,xial loads in them. The design of the compresBion 
members for a structure continuous at the joints is there- 
fore a problon in trial-and-error calculation. The pro- -. 
cedure recommended for design is, first, to Droportion the- 
compression members on the basis of assumed restraint CO- 
efficionts and, second, to check the stability of the SYS- 
ton of momb>rs by a simple calculation. If the system of 
members is found to be unstable, new values of the re- 
straint coefficient must be assumoa, new sizes for the .- 
members selected, and another check of the stability made. 
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The suggestions and comment of Dr. $Yilliam B. Oegood 
of the Rational Bureau of Standards on the subject nnttor 
of this report are greatly appreciated, particularly his 
suggestions regarding the evaluation of the effective 
modulus at stresses above the elastic range. 
DEFINITIONS AND SYMBOLS 
The follotving definitions of stiffness and carry-over 
factor parallel those g-iv-en in references 1 and 2 with 
some changes in wording: 
StiffneeS.4 ff a member is on- unyielding supports at 
each end, the moment at one end necessary toproduce a 
rotation of l/4 radian of that e-ld is called the I'stiff- 
ness#ll The stiffness of a member rjill depend uson the 
amount of restraint at the far end.. In the derivation of 
the criterion far stability, three types of restraint at 
the far end are considered. The symbols used to designate 
the stiffness for the different types af restraint are 
s, far end fixed. 
.* 
S’S far and elastically restrained. . 
s ” , far end pinned. 
&px-over factor.- If a member is on unyielding sup- 
sorts at each end and a moment is applied at the near and, 
the ratio of the nonont developed at the -far end to the 
moment applied at the near end is called the "carry-ovar 
factor." As in the case of--s-tiffnetis, the carry-over fac- 
tor nil1 denend upon the-degree of,rostraint at the far 
end of the member. The symbols used to designate the 
carry-over factor for khe different types of restraint 
considered in this report are 
c, far end fixod. 
ct, far end elastically .restrainod. 
C” = 0, far end pinnod. . ~ -- 
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The stiffness of a member computed according to the 
foregoing deffnition is l/4 thrrt computed according to'.the 
definition given in references 1 and 2. In the-cross 
method the relative stiffness of the members is of insor- 
' tance and not the absolute value. The foregoing defini- 
tion nas selected so that the stiffness of -a member of 
constant cross section with no axial load and fixed at the 
far end -i70uia be 51/L instead of 4%1/L. 
&i&n convention.- The sign convention used in this 
regort is the same as thrtt used by James-in reference 2'. 
A clockvise nonent acting on the end of a member is posi- 
tive. A countcrclocknise nonent acting on a joint ispos- 
itivo. An external moment applied at a joint is consid- 
ered to act on the joint. _ 
Synbols.- 
x9 summation. _ 
E, n0aulus 0f OihstiOity. 
3, effective modulus af elasticity. 
I, moment of inertia of cross section about a 
centroidal axis normal to the plane of bending. 
.--.A 
L, length of member. 
p, axial load (absolute value). 
A, area of cross section. . - 
C¶ restraint coefficient in the usual column for- 
mula. 
- -- 
radius of gyration -._ 
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Effective values of a and B are. abtained by substitu- 
tion of (L/j leff for L/j. 
CRITERION FOR STABILITY 
The joints of the structure are assumed to be held 
rigidly in space but are free ta rotate under the elastic 
restraint of the interconnecting menber.s. This assunp- 
tion is p.1~0 basic in the Cross method of nonent distri- 
bution (rofcrance 1). 
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The method used to check the stability of the struo- 
ture is-based upon the principles of moment distribution. 
In this method either of two criterionsmay.be use-d. - 
Stiffness criterion 'for stability.- From a structure 
of rnG$ members consider the section cozqrising one -join5 
shown in figure 1. Apply a unit external moment a3 'joint 
b. - .-- - .._ 
. 
Figure 1. 
- 
By the Cross method, the moment of -1 added to balance 
joint b is divided betweez members bc in propor-t-ion to 
their stiffnesses. Because there are other members beydxd 
joints c, the far end of members bc nil1 be elasticol- 
' ly restrained as indicated in figure 1 by coiled springs 
at Cl I c2, .2na c3. It is possible, theoretically, to cnl- 
culcte the restraint at joints c and the stiffness of 
members bc nhen they are elastically restrained at their - 
far ends. Thus, if the stiffnesses of members bc are 
detsrmined with the far ends c elastically restrained, 
the moment of -1 added to balance joint' b is distributed 
. 
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s ‘b3 The moments carried over to the 
.- C=bc 
to member 
bc1 
far ends of members bc are 
"bcs 
cs 'bc 
to member 
bC2 
etc. 
s ‘bCl c ‘bc 1 e --*- 
qs $6 
to far end of 
member bcl 
"b&"bcs - ----- 
'='bc 
to far -end of 
member bcs 
etc. 
Tne moments carried over to the far ends of members bc 
will be absorbed by all the members beyond joints c. 
Thus, the moment at each end of every member in the struc- 
ture will be some quantity divided by Es 'bc. 
Before the structure is loaded, the stiffness of each 
member of the structure is positive (no axial l'oad in the 
members) making 
cs’bC positive? As the structure is 
loaded, the effects of axial tension and compression will 
cause the stiffness of some member.9 tu increase end the 
stiffness of other members to decr.ease. For stability; 
the moment at each end of every member must--be finite. 
Therefore, the stiffness criterion' for stability is 
c s’bc > 0 (1) 
It is desirable to emphasize that, if--the stiffness 
criterion for stability is satisfied, not only is the sta- 
bility of members bc in figure 1 chocked but the stabil- 
ity of every member in the structure is proved. 
The condition of.neutral stability gives the critical 
buckling load for the structure and is obtained by setting 
the stiffness stability factor -='bc equal to zero, or 
Csrbc = 0 
Series criterion for stabilii..- From a structure of a---- 
many members consider the section comprising two joints 
shown in figure 2. Apgly a unit external moment at joint 
b. By the Cross method, the moment of -1 added to balance 
joint b is divided between member bc and members ba 
in proportion to their stiffnossesi Because there aro 
other members to the left of joint& a, the Left end of 
each member ba will be elastically restrained as indf- 
cated in figure 2 by a coiled spring at al, a2, and a3# 
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The stiffness of span bc is calculated on the assumption 
that joint c is fixed. Thus, if- Sbo is the stiffness 
of member bc fixed at c and CS'ba is the sum of the 
stiffnessos of members ba olasticaily restrained at-- 
joints a, the moment of--l added tg-balance tho external 
moment of +1 at joint b is distribut-ed: 
.- 
- 
%c - .- 
'bc ' CSfba 
- . . .- 
to mezbcr bc, and 
CS'ba 
- s bc -I- CStba- 
t 
to members be.. These moments, togethor with the moments 
carried over to joint c 
the table of figure- 2. 
and joints a, are set damn. in 
Because the stiffness and carry-over fact-or for mom- 1 
hors ba take proper account-of the elastic restraint at 
the moments carried over tc joints a 
l 
joints a, aro ab- 
sorbed by those portions of the structure to the left of 
' these joints. Thus, there is no unbalanced nonent at any . 
joint a. 
It was assumed that joint c was fixed when in reali- 
ty it mas elastically restrained. The moment 
- - 'bc 'bo _.. 
sbc + Cslba 
carried over to this joint has therefore caused it-to bc -~ 
out of balance. Accordingly, joint c is balanced and 
the grouper moments are. carried over to joint b and joints 
d. (See table of fig. 2.) Because the stiffness and carry- 
over factor for members cd take proper account .of the 
olcstic restraint at joints .d, the mon,ent:s carried over 
to joints d are absorbed by those: gortibns of the struc- 
ture to the right of those joints. .Hence, the only un- * 
balanced joint is b and the unbalanced moment at this 
joint is ,r where 
'bc 'bc. ' %b I=b r = ---- _.--- 
sbc + CSrba s,f + Es '=d 
(3) 
. 
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Jo$nt b was the starting point with .an unba1anc.e.d.. 
moment of unity. Therefore, if the preseqt unbar&bed 
monent of r at joint b is distributed in the nanner 
described for the initial unbalanced moment of unity, and 
other set of entries for the table of figure 2 will be ob- 
talned that are exactly r times those already made. It- 
will then be found that the unbalanced noment at joint b 
i 6 r ?- Distribution of this unbalanced moment ~~5.11 give 
a third set of sntrfes in the table of figure 2 that are 
re times the first set. Thus the nth set of entries in 
the table of figure 2 will be p-i tines the first set. 
of entries. 
According to the Cross method, the moment at the end 
of any member is obtained by the additioh--of the entries 
in the corresponding column of the table of figure 2. For 
any member, this moment is sone quantity tines the inff- 
nite series 
l+r+ra+ra+..... 
For stability, the moment at the end of each member I3USt 
,be finite. Thus, for stability, the sun of the infinite 
series must be finite. This condition is satisfied when 
the value of r lies between -1 and +l. 
It will now be provedthat r cannot have a value be- -.. _-. 
tween -1 and 0 without first having-a-value greater than 
-. 
+1. The product of stiffness and carry-over factor for - 
any nenber is positive for any condition of.restraFnt at 
the far enda Therefore r can be negative only if the 
denominator on the right side of.equation (3) is negative. 
Before the structure is loaded, the stiffness of -each men:- 
her of the structure is posft.ive (no axial load in the 
members),' making the denominator positive. As the struc- 
ture is loaded, the effects of axial tension and compre+- 
sion cause the stiffness of some members to increase and 
the stiffness of other members to decrease. Thus, as the 
load on the structure fs increased, the denominator on the. 
right side of equation (3) cannot be negative without pass-. ~ 
ing through zero. When 'the denominator is zero, r is in- 
finite, which means that the structure is unstable. There- 
fore, the criterion for stability is 
O<r<l 
If the series criterion for stability is satisfied, 
8 
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not only is th-e stability of member bc in figure 2 
checked but the stability of every member in the structure 
. is proved. 1-f the cr-o.ss.section and axial.load vary along _ 
the length of any nenbor, the eff-ect .ofthose variations 
is included in the evaluation of the stiffnoss and cnrry- 
over factor for th,>t.nenber regardless of which criterion 
for stability is used. 
* 
If dosired, the effect of shear 
can also be included. 
The condition of neutral stability gives the critical 
buckling load for the structure and is obtained. by setting 
the series stability factor r equal to unity, or 
'bc 'bc ' 'cb r cb = --I---- - E 1 
sbc f Csrba s,b + cs',d 
CARRY-OVER FACTOR AND STIFFNESS 
(5) 
In order to calculate the critical buckling load in 
actual Froblens, it-is necessary to have suitable expros- 
sians for. the stiffness and carry-over factor. Befare 
these expressions are sunnarized, ‘however, equations nil1 
first be derived for the carry-over factor and stiffness ' 
of a member elastically restrained at its far end. 
Consider the member ij shown in figure 3, simply 
supported at i and elastically restrained at j by mom- 
hers jk. The members jk are also elastically restrained 
at their fzr ends k. Anply an external monont -M at 
.support i. The moment of 4-M added to balance this joint 
is all distribufed to menbar ij. On the assumption that 
joint j is fixed., the moment carried over to the for end 
j is MCij # The moment -MCi j added to balance joint j 
is then distributed between member ji and members jk 
in proportion to their atiffnegses as shown in the table 
of. figure 3: 
S"ji 
-MC. ; ----- 
iJ SII ji -I- CS", J= 
c 
to member ji, and 
- 
CSf 
-MC jk ij $i--+CS?y 1 
ji jk . 
. 
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7 -IA c @ k2 external i 
moment 
i 
MGi j 
s”. . CS' 
*MCij - jk 
sgi+zs;, - 
WkC?k 
-MCij S,I ' +cs' ji jk 
EYgure3 
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to members jk. Because the stiffness S"ji of span ji 
takes proper account of the pin end at i, no moment is 
carried over to i. The stiffness and carry-over factor 
for members j kc take proper account of the elastic re- 
straint at joints k. Therefore the moments carried over 
to joints k mill be absorbed by the structure to the 
right- of these joints and the moment distribution analysis 
is complete. so far-as moments in member ij are concerned. 
Thus the moments at the ends of-member ij are: 
At end 1, M 
At end j, --a-- "ij SII 
='jk 
ji -I- CS'. Jk 
By definition, the carry-over factor "ij for member ij 
elastically restrained at j is the ratio of the moment 
-S ‘ij 
e 
i J 
i 
-S'-Jj C'ij 
External 
Externai moment 
moment 
i J 
r 
S 'ij' "ij "ij 
Figure 4 
. 
. 
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. 
at end j to the moment at end i, or 
G ‘. lj = 
="jk . c. ---- 
13 S" 
j i -f- CSr jk 
03) 
S' i j 
In o-rder to derive an equation for the stiffness 
of member ij elastically restrained at the'far end 
L assune that -M (fig. 3) has the value -S'ij. Then 
member ij vi.11 have the end moments shown in the table 
of figure 4 and the tangent-at i rpi.11 have been rotated. 
through l/4 radian, Nom consider a duplicate of member ij 
pinned at each end (fig. 5). Apply an external moment 
MS"ij at i. The noment of t-S"f j added to balance this 
joint is distributed to nember ij. If the far end j is 
assuned to be pinned, the tangent at 1 mill have been ro- 
tated through l/4 radian. At this stage apply asp external 
nonent of -S*iJ G'ij at j. The-moment of +S'ij C*ij 
f 
-St' i j 
( 
1 j 
-S'ij C'ij 
External External 
moment moment 
/ 
S"ij S'ij G'ij 
"ij "ijcji 
Figure 5. 
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. 
added to balance this joint is distributed fq member ji. 
On the assumption that the far end i is fixed, the nonent 
carried over to joint i is -l-St.. cl' iJ ij 'ji' 
In this con- 
dition the moment at j and the rotation of the tangent 
at i are the same for the original member ij (fig. 4). 
and.tho duplicate member .ij (fig. 5). It therofore fol- 
lams t:lat the moments at i in the original and duplicate 
member must also be equal. Therefore 
Sf ij 7 s ” ij -l-S! C’ U ij 'ji 
from which 
S "ij 
Sfij = 1-G----- 
ji (yij -- (7) 
Substitution of..the value of C'ij as given by equation 
(6) givos for the stiffness of a +mbor ij elastically 
restrained at--the far end j by other members jk, nlso 
elastically restrained at thoir far ends, c 
s'U = 
S"i j --A--- 
CS 'jk 
1-c c..-- 
ji 'J S"ji tss'jk 
(8) 
Yor member " the limiting values of the carry- 
over factor and stihfness given by equations (6) and (81, 
rosgectively, are obtaiGA!‘d as follows. When the far end j 
is pinned, there is no elastic res.traint at j and cs 'jk= 
0. For this limiting condition, the carry-over factor 
crij = pi5 = 0 and the stiffness S'ij = S"ij. When the 
far end j is fixed, there is complete restraint at j 
and CStjk = CD. For this limiting. condition, the carry- 
over factor C'ij = Cij and the stiffness S'ij = Sij 
where 
S 
S"ij 
ij = ------ 1 - C.ji Cij 
(9) 
Un to this point; all the equations in this report on 
stability are general. In nearly -all cases encountered in 
practice, homev-er, the cross section and axial load do not 
vary along the length of each member. Fcrthis special case, -. . :. 
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cl3 = cjil 
EVij = S" jil S ij = sji, and the carry-over 
factor of any member ij, fixed at the far and, is (see 
reference 2) 
3.j 
,Cij = - 
2fkj 
also, the stiffness of any such member ij is: 
Far end j pi nned (see reference 2) 
EI 3 
-j = -c 1 I 48 13 
Far end j elastically restrained by .members 
s " 
"ij = - 
iL 
. 
l - cj Sll 
cS'jk 
ij f CSf jk 
Far end j fixed, 
Pij 
sij = i-ca : 
ij 
3 
= EI ij -_ -___ 
L 
I 1 
1 -*; aij 
e 
2Bij 
) 
L f 
Vhen the cross section and axial 
(11) 
jk, 
(12) 
(13) 
load do not vary 
the series stability throughout the length .of each m.epber, 
factor cs given by equatian (3) becomes (see fig. -2) 
(sbc .‘+,cf 
r 
= @bc 
-- 
+ Csrba) (sbc + CS*,d) 
(15) 
The values of the quantities that appear in this expres- 
sion tLro obtained by the use of equations (10) through 
._ 
(14). It is more convenient, however, to tabulate certain 
of these quantities as has boon done 'in tables.1 and 11. 
16 
1 
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THE EFFECTIVE MODULUS 
1-f equations (10) to (14), inclusive, arot bo appli- 
cable in the short-column range, an effective modulus E 
must be substituted for Ycungls mcdulus E. This substitu- 
L/j tion requires that an effective value of be used to 
evaluate a# and S in all-equations of this report, nhero 
(16) 
As noted in the list of symbols, the formulas used in the 
evaluation of cc and S differ for tension and compres- 
sion members. 
For compression members in the elastic or Euler range, * 
k = I. For the short-column range, -E < E. 
;+ 
In order that 
the calculated critical load for a structure shall be con- 
sistent nit:1 the usual column formulas based upon tests, 
it is recommended that 2 for compression members be de- 
termined in,the follaTving manner: 
1. Solve for the effective slenderness ratio 
L,iPfi in the accepted c.oluA formula for the mato- 
rial under consideration. 
2. Substitute this value of L/p&- in the 
equation 
. 
. . . 
The result mill be an equation that gives B c.sc 
function ofthe stress P/A in the member. 
3. If desired, this value of 3 may be correct- 
ed for small differences caused by changes in the 
cross-sectional-shape from that used in the tests on 
which the column formula is based; but this correction 
is usually neglected. 
If it is inconvenient to solve for D/P6 in the ac- 
capted column formula, the procedure outlined in refarenco 
3 can be used and a curve of 3 again St .p/A be drawn, 
.- 
. 
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The variation of E with stress for tension members 
can be established, theoretically, by the use of the 
double-modulus theory of bending and of the stress-strain 
curve for the material. (See references 4, 5, and 6.) 
For such calculations, however, the stress-strain curve 
must be accurately drawn to a suitable scale. In the ab- 
sence of a known or calculated variation of 'E with stress, 
&he following approximate meth.od can be used to establish 
E for tens&on members: 
1. When the stress is less than the maxinum al- 
lowed for a column of the same material, use the 
sane values of E for tension as for compression at 
the same stress. 
2. When the stress is greater than the maximum 
allowed for a column of the same naterial, assume 
that 3 = 0. 
The values of ??i for tension menbers obtained by 
this method will be conservative. Whether or not they are 
too conservative is a matter to be settled by tests. Cer- 
tainly in the regions of y$eld point and-of maxi-mum ten- - .-- 
sile strength the flatness of the stress-strain curve.will 
cause 2 to approach zero'. Because the maximum 8tress _. 
allowed in columns is closely associated with the yizld 
point, this method offers a convenient solution of E for 
tension menbers. 
Axial load in pounds; T, tension; C, compression 
zero 9940 a 8610 T 9940 c 8610 T 9940 c eero 
P 'r 
/\ /\ /\ A 
a b. C d f 
5 at 50" = 250" L 60" d,-k 34 
Figure 6. 
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PROBLEM , 
Design a continuous member of 1025.steel to carry the 
loads shorvn in figure 6. For simplicity, the same cross 
section mill. be used in all spans, even though only three 
of the scans are under axial compression. 
The usual column formulas for-10250steel tubes are: 
r'or ;< 124, 
, -1 
r 
A 
= 36,000 - 1.172 2 ($ (18) . 
For ;,> 124., 1 =? - .- .- 
It is desired that J-J/P be less than 124. Therefore, 
equation (18) is used and, on the assumption that c = 2, 
a tube cf the following dimensions is selected as a trial 
c?esign for com,pression members za, bc, and de. 
l 
, 
. 
Diameter, d . . . . . . . . . 1.625 In. 
Bell thickness, t . l l - l 0.065 in. 
Area, A . . . . . . . . . . . 0.3186 sq,. in. 
Xoment of inertia,,1 . . . .* . . 0.09707 in.4 
According to the problem, this tub:e is used as a continu- 
ous member from y to .f (fig. 6). 
In ardor to check the stability of the tub-e selected 
in the trial design, the critical .buckling load will be 
calculated and compared with the load8 given in figure 6. 
It is assumed that--the axial load in the tonsion span8 is 
always 8610/9940 or 0.866 times the axial load in th8 COm- 
pression spans. This assumption conforms to the condition 
that the forces in all members increase in the same ratio 
as the load on the structure. 
Both the dinensions and loading of the member shown 
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. 
s in figure 6 are symmetrical about span bc. It is thero-, 
fore convenient to determine the critical buckling load 
by use of the series criterion for stability. Imagine the 
unit external moment to,.be applied at joint b. Then the 
series stability factor is given by equation (15) with the 
summation signs omitted, If the symmetry about span bc 
is considered, the series stability factor becomes 
where 
(20) 
s ‘I cd. s I cd = -------- 
"de 
1 - cacd --- 
, S"cd + S'de 
. 
Side = --- '"de 
1 - cade 
-vef 
"'de 
-._.-. 
-. 
, 
In the equation for "de it is assumed that the ends at . --- ,- 
9 and f are pinned. --- --- 
The detailed procedure of calculating the critical 
buckling 1oad.i~ as fOllOw8: 
1. Assume a series of values for the axial load 
in one of the-members. In order that reasonable 
loads will be assumed, a compression member should 
always be Selected and the axial loads for this nen- 
ber conputed ,fron the column formula using a series 
of values of C. In this problem, compression nenber 
bc is selected and the colunn formula is equation 
(18). 
2. For each assumed axial load in the selected 
menber, calculate the corresponding axial load in ev- 
ery other nenber. In.th3.8 problen the axial load in --- 
all compression members fs the same and the axial 
load in the tension menbers is 0.866 times the axial 
load in the compression nenbers. 
For-each load in each of the nenbers,.cal;u- 
ana (L/j leff* In this problem, 
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. 
is obtained-from equati-ons (17) and (18), as prevl- 
ously outlined, or 
? - 
-- 
86000 :-.; 
x ; iLip --- 
T-r2 A 1.172 
I- -l 
4. -. For each load in each of--the n-embers, deter-= 
mine the value of-the terms required t-0 evaluate equa- 
tion (20), using tables I and II. 
5. The assumed load that gives r = 1 is the 
critical buckling load. 
The results--ofthis proceduraae applied to the prob- 
lem of figure 6 are given. in ,table: III. The values of c 
in the first column of. table III are given for reference 
only. As stated in paragraph 1 of. t-he foregoing procedure, 
these values were assumed so that a series of reasonable 
values for the-axial load P in the compression member bc 
could be obtained. In the last--column of-table III are 
given the values .of r correspond.ing to the assumed val- 
ues of C* 1-t ~511 be noted that, as the value of c in- 
creases from 1.4 to 2.6, the value. of r increases from 
0.133 to 1.63. If the data of table III are plotted in -; 
curve form, it is found that when : r = 1 .the low-est crit- 
ical Suckling loads for the trial design are 
za, bc, and de . . . 10,260 compression 
cb and cd . . . . . 8,890 tension 
Thes,e critical loads are greater than the loads to which 
the respective members are subjected. (See fig. 6.) The 
tube selected for the trial design is therefore stablo and 
the margin of safety for the system is 
---- - 8890 _. 
8610 ?J 1 = 0.03 . 
Th5.s margin of-safety is obtained regardless of which mem- 
ber is used for its calculation. The reason for a single 
margin of safety for th-e whole ,system is that, when the 
critical load is reached, all memb.ers deflect. Some mem- 
bers deflect more than others,.ho\v.evcr, with the result 
that ultimate failure is concentrated in one or more mem- 
bers. 
. 
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It will be noted in table III that, as the loais P 
increase, the stability factor r increases to a value 
greater than 1, then falls to a value less than 1, and fi- 
nally again rises to a value greater than 1. The reason 
for this result is that, theoretically, more than one type 
of.instability is possible. For each type of instability 
there is a corresponding critical loa&. In design, however, 
the lowest critical load is the only one of interest. 
Therefore, when the stability of the trial design is checked, 
,the lowest critical loaa should be calculated and compared 
with the loads gfven in the problem. 
It mill ie further noted in table III that, between 
C = 1.4 and 1.5, the value of Srae changes from posi- 
tive to negatfve. According to the stiffness criterton 
for stability, this change of sign means th.at members de 
and ef, considered alone, have changed from stabfe to 
unstable. It is also noted that Sf,d changes from posf- 
tive to negative between c = 2.6 and 2.7, which means 
that members cd,, de, and ef, considered alone, have 
changed from stable to unstable but at a much higher load. 
AS previously discussed, the change from staple tpo.Gsta- 
ble. for all members occurs between c = 2.5 and 2.6 
-- -- 
where 
r =l . 
Many short cuts can be made in the solution of spe- 
cial problems. btuch can also be said concerning the ap- 
plication of the methoa to the best a&vantage in a given 
problem. These points, as well as other points reiating 
to the practfcal application of the methoa, are beyond the 
scope of this report. 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va., September 1, 1937. 
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TABLE I 
Functions for Compression Members of Constant Cross Section --- 
L 
0 T eff -m-B 
0 
.I 
.2 
.3 
.4 
.5 
.6 
.7 
.8 
.9 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
1.6 
1.7 
1.8 
1.9 
2.0 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
2.6 
2.7 
2.8 
2.9 
3.0 
3.1 
3:2 
3.3 
3.4 
3.5 
3.6 
3.7 
3.8 
---m-_-m_ 
G 
---- 
0.5000 
.5002 
.5010 
.5023 
.5040 
.5063 
.5092 
.5126 
.5166 
.5211 
.5264 
.5323 
.5389 
.5463 
.5546 
.5637 
.5739 
.5851 
.5974 
. 6111 
.6263 
6430 
:6616 
.6823 
.7053 
F 7310 
. 7598 
.7923. 
.8291 
.8709 
.9189 
.9744 
1.000 
1.039 
1,115 
1.206 
1.316 
1.451 
1,622 
1.843 
.------- 
s ” -- 
IEI 
( > L 
-----__ 
0.7500 
.7495 
,748O 
,7455 
7420 
17874 
7318 
:7251 
?7174 
.7085 
6985 
:6873 
. 6748 
6611 
:6460 
.6295 
.6114 
.5918 
.5704 
.5473 
.5221 
.4948 
,465l 
,4329 
3978 
: 3595 
;3176 
.2715 
. 2208 
.1647 
.1021 
a03183 
0 
-.04765 
-.1385 
-.2436 
-.3670 
-.5147 
y.6953 
m.9227 
S 
-5T- 
( > L ----- 
1.000 
. 9997 
.9987 
9970 
:9947 
.9916 
,9879- 
.9836 
.9785 
-9727 
.9662 
.9590 
.9511 
.9424 . 
.9329 
.9227 
.9116 
. 8998 
.8871 
.8735 
.8590 
. 8436 
(8273 
t 8099 
.7915 
,772O 
.7513 
17295 
.7064 
.6819 
!6560 
.6287 
.6169 
,5997 
.5691 
,5366 
,502l 
,4655 
.4265 
. 3850 
G2 
0.2500 
.2502 
2510 
:2523 
. 2541 
.2564 
.2593 
,2627 
2668 
:2716 
.2771 
. 2833 
? 2904 
2985 
:3076 
3178 
:3293 
.3423. 
.3569 
.3735 
.3922 
.4135 
.4377 
.4655 
.4974 
,5343 
.5773 
$6277 
.6874 
,7585 
.8444 
.9494 
1.000 
1.080 
1,243 
1,454 
1.731 
2.106 
2.630 
3.397 
0.2500 
,250l 
.2503 
. 2508 
.2513 
.2521 
. 2530 
. 2542 
2555 
:2570 
. 2587 
,2606 
. 2627 
. 2651 
. 2677 
.2'705 
.2737 
.2771 
. 2809 
.2850 
. 2894 
F 2943 
. 2996 
3053 
:3116 
.3184 - 
.3259 
.3340 
) 3429 
,3527 
.3634 
,3752 
.3805 
.3883 
.4027 
.4186 
.4364 
,4562 
.4784 
.5035 - - 
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TABLE I (cont.) 
Functions for Compression Members of Constant Cross Section 
. 
L 
0 - 
j ef: 
B--m 
3.9 
4,O 
4,l 
4.2 
4.3 
4731 
4,32 
4.33 
4,34 
4,35 
4,36 
4?37 
4.38 
4,39 
4,ao 
a,41 
4,42 
4743 
4.44 
4745 
4.46 
4947 
4?48 
4,49 
4,50 
4.51 
4?52 
4,53 
4554 
4.55 
4.56 
4,57 
4,58 
4.59 
-4,60 
4,61 
4,62 
4!63 
4.64 
4.65 
C 
s ” --- 
EI c> L 
- ------. 
21140 
2;560 
-1.220 
-1.629 
3;197 
4;271 
-2:235 
-3.237 
6,461 -5.246 
6.812 -5.566 
7.204 -5.922 
7,643 -6.322 
8*10-O -6.773 
8.706 -7.287 
9.357 -7,877 
lo?11 -8.562 
11.00 -9,368 
12.07 -10.33 
13?36 -11.50 
14?96 -12.94 
16,99 -14.78 
19.67 -17.19 
23,35 -20.52 
28,73 -25,36 
37.33 -33,ll 
53,27 -47,48 
93,00 -83.27 
365.8 -329 .o 
~188~7 170.5 
-75.17 68:20 
~46~90 42?74 
-34.08 31.19 
-26.77 24.60 
-22.04 20,33 
-18.73 1??35 
-16.29 15,14 
-14,41 13,44 
-12,92 12710 
-11,71 11,OO 
-10.70 10.09' 
-9.861 9,330 
-9,140 8,676 
-8.518 8.112 
-7:976 7.619 
-----__ 
c 
IEI 
( > T 
-----A- 
0.13407 
,2933 
?2424. 
,1878 
,1287 
,1226 
,1164 
,110l 
?1038 
.09742 
~09100 
,08453 
.07801 
.07143 
.06480 
.05811 
,05136 
.04455 
T 03769 
.03077 
.02378 
,01674 
.009629 
,002459 
-.004788 
e.01207 
-.01944 
u.02687 
-,03437 
-:04194 
-,04958 
Y.05729 
y.06507 
9.01293 
UFO8086 
~~08887 
7.09695 
-ylC51 
-.1134 
-.1217 
----m---m 
c2 
w---L--_- 
4.582 
6,556 
10,22 
18.24 
41,75 
46,41 
51,89 
58.42 
66.26 
75.79 
87.55 
102.3 
121.1 
145,6 
178.4 
223.7 
288.7 
386.9 
545.3 
825.4 
1393.0 
2838.0 
8648.0 
!3380,0 
;sSbO.O 
5650.0 
2200.0 
1162.0 
716,6 
485,8 
350.9' 
265.3 
207.6 
166.9 
137?1, 
114,6 
97,23 
83,55 
72.56 
63.62. 
s” c2 --a E 
(3 -E 
0,5317 
!5639 
?6007 
*6430 
T 6919 
.6972 
.7026 
,708l 
.7137 
,7194 
,725l 
,731o 
.7369 
.7429 
.7491 
.7553 
,76X 
,768l 
.7746 
. 7813 
,788O 
F 7949 
?8019 
.8090 
a 8x63 
.8237 
.8312 
8388 
I8466 
,8545 
:8625 
,8707 
) 8790 
,8875 
,896l 
,9049 
.9139 
.9230 
.9323 
.9418 
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Functions for COI mr ----. 
4.66 
4.67 
4.68 
4.69 
4.70 
4.8 
4.9 
5.0 
5.1 
5.2 
5.3 
5.4 
5.5 
5.6 
5.7 
5.8 
5.9 
6.0 
6.1 
6.2 
21-r 
C 
e---B-_ 
-7.499 
-7.076 
-6,698 
-6.359 
-6.053 
-4.093 
-3.102 
-2.507 
-2.112 
-1.833 
-1.626 
-1.470 
-1.348 
-1.253 
-1.177 
-1,119 
-1.073 
-1.040 
-1.017 
-1.003 
-1.000 
TABLE I (cont.) 
lression Members of Constant Cross Section _-------___ 
s ” 
EI ( ’ 75-i 
7.184 -0.1301 
6.799 -.1386 
6.454 -.1471 
6.144 -.1558 
5.864 -.1645 
4.052 -.2572 
3.110 -.3607 
2.521 -.4772 
2.110 -.6099 
1.799 -.7629 
1.550 - .9422 
1.341 -h.156 
1.159 -1.418 
.9949 -1.748 
.8426 -2.180 
.6977 -2,778 
.5566 -3.668 
.4163 -5.159 
.2742 -8.234 
.1275 -18.59 
0 -63 
-- 
s 
-1 ‘“> t-c 
.--- 
G2 
-I__ 
56.23 
50.07 
44.86 
40.44 
36.64 
16.75 
9.622 
6.283 
4.459 
3,358 
2,645 
2.160 
1.817 
1.569 
1.386 
1.251 
1.152 
1.081 
1.033 
1.007 
1.000 
---- 
s”z 
-g ,2 
( L /’ 
0.9515 
.9613 
.9713 
.9816 
.9920 
1.108 
1.252. 
1.431 
1.659 
1.954 
2.348 
2,888 
3,655 
4.795 
6.591 
9,653 
15.49 
28.77 
70.05 
348.0 
W 
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TABLE II 
Fuactions for Tension Members of Constant Gross Section ---, 
0 T eff 
m---w 
0 
;1 
.2 
.3 A . - 
.5 
.6 
.7 
:f3 
.9 
190 
1,l 
1.2 
1,3 
x,4 
1,5 
1,6 
1$7 
178 
1,9 
290 
271 
2,2 
2, 3 
2*4 
2,5 
2,6 
2.7 
2;8 
2;9 
3,o 
3.1 
3,2 
3,3 
3,4 
3,5 
3?6 
3,7 
3.8 
3.9 
------_ 
G 
e-----m 
0.5000 
.499'8 
.4990 
.4978 
,496O 
,4938 
Aal2 . -u 
*4881 . 
.4845 , 
,4806 
.4762 
.4716 
,4665 
.4612 
.4556 
,4497 
.4436 
.4373 
?4308 
,4242 
F4174 
74105 
,4036 
z 3966 
.3896 
,3825 
,3755 
?3685 
?3615 
.3546 
;3477 
. 3409 
.8341 
,3275 
,321O 
,3146 
.3083 
t3021 
2960 
: 2900 
--- 
S” 
- 
E 
(3 -E 
---- 
0.7500 
.7505 
,752O 
,7545 
.7580 
!7624 
.7678 
.7742 
.7814 
.7896 
.7986 
. 8085 
,8192 . 
. 8307 
.8429 
F 8559 
. 8696 
.8839 
,8989 
.9144 
? 9306 
.9472 
.9644 
,982O 
1,000 
1.T 019 
1,038 
1.057 
1,076 
1,096 
1,117 
1*137 
1,158 
17179 
1,200 
1,222 
17244 
1,265 
1,288 
1.310 
--- 
1,000 
1,000 
1,001 
1,003 
1,005 
1,008 
1,012 
1,016 
1*02x 
1,027 
1,033 
1,040 
1,047 
1.055 
1,064 
1,073 
1,083 
1,093 
1.104 
1,115 
1.127 
1,139 
1,152 
17165 
1,179 
1*193 
1,208 
12223 
1,238 
1,254 
1,270 
l-? 287 
1,304 
1,321 
1,338 
1,356 
1,374 
1,393 
1.411 
1.430 
. 
- 
Cr2 
.--- 
0.2500 
? 2498 
. 2490 
,2478 
,246O 
.2439 
,2412 
.2382 
,2348 
2310 
:2268 
,2224 
,2177 
,2127 
.2075 
,2022 
.1968 
.1912 
,1856 
,179.g 
.1742 
.1685 
!1629 
!1573 
.1518 
r'1463 
.1410 
.1358 
.1307 
,1257 
.1209 
?1162 
,1117 
,1073 
.1030 
,09895 
.09502 
.09124 
.08761 
.08412 
sa C2 
-E--a 
( > - \L 
0;2500 
. 2499 
f 2497 
,2493 
,2487 
.2479 
2470 
:2460 
?2448 
,2435 
,242o 
,2404 
.2386 
2368 
52348 
2328 
:2306 
;2284 
*2261 
.2237 
,2213 
.2188 
,2162 
.2136 
,211o 
.2084 
,2057 
,203O 
,2004 
.1977 
,195o 
71924 
,1897 
.1871 
.1845 
1820 
11794 
! 1769 
.1745 
.1720 
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TABLE II (cont.) 
Functions for Tension Members of Constant Cross Section 
L (3 5 eff 
4.0 
5.0 
6,O 
7,o 
a10 
gto 
10,o 
11,o 
1290 
1390 
1470 
15.0 
16.0 
17,o 
la70 
19,o 
2020 
25,O 
30,o 
85.0 
4090 
4570 
50.0 
C 
0.2842 
$2231 
,194o 
,1645 
*1421 
,1247 
,111o 
,09996 
*09090 
.08333 
.07692 
.07143 
06667 
:06250 
,05e82 
,05556 
.05263 
*04167 
,03448 
.02941 
,02564 
.02273 
.02041 
- 
S 
r-l F 
c2 
sa ca 
T-1 -‘r 
2 
L 
1.332 1.449 0.08078 0.1697 
1.562 1.652 .05435 .1483 
1?800 1!870 ,03765 ,1317 
2.042 2?098 .02707 ,1192 
2?286 2,333 .02019 r1099 
2,531 2,571 .01556 ,1028 
2!778 2,812 ,01232 .09747 
3,025 3:056 *009993 to9329 
3.273 3,300 .008262 ,08997 
3.521 3.545 !006944 .08728 
3,769 3,792 ,005917 ,085OT 
4.018 4.038 ,005102 .08321 
4,267 4?2GS .004444 .08163 
4,516 4,533 rO03906 ,08C28 
4,765 4,781 .003460 .07910 
5,014 5,029 .003086 ,07807 
5.263 5.278 .002770 .07716 
6,510 6,522 .001736 ,07384 
7,759 7.768 ,001189 ,07175 
9,007 97015 10008651 707031 
lo,26 lo,26 ,0006575 .06925 
11.51 11,51 .0005165 -06845 
12.76 12.76 .0004165 .06782 
r 
!cABu III ._/' 
,'., 
Calculated Results for Solution of Problem - 
C 
-- 
1.4 
1. 
1. 2 
1.7 
1.g 
179 
2.0 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
2,6 
2.7 
2.48 
32:: 
- 
g2go 
:;;z 
9670 
;2: 
99w 
10010 
10080 
10140 
101 0 
102 20 
10290 
10340 
lOy30 
10410 
10450 
Members bc and. de 
z 
(1hJsq; in.) my /sqy in. 
29130 
29590 
29990 
$2~ 
::iz 
31630 
ju320 
31990 
:~,'~ 
32440 
:2i: 
32790 
~ 17.30 x lo6 
i 16.39 
15.59 
14.84 
14.16 
13.52 
12.9f3 
12.44 
11.96 
11.4g 
11.10 
I 10.71 
10.34 
Y-99 
i% 
9:10 
L 
3 > eff 
3.72 
3.85 
i$J 
i:22 
4. 3 
2.4 
?:55 
4.66 
t:'B i 
5.26 
5-3 
z 5.4 
l- 
P 
lb) 
gob, 
$170 
8270 
g 0 
& 8. 
8540 
8610 
8670 
8730 
qgo 
w3J 
=7P 
;g 
TJYO 
vom 
9050 
Eember cd 
: 
:lb,Jsq. in.) 
25230 
25620 
25970 
26270 
26550 
26790 
27010 
27210 
27390 
27560 
277m 
2p34-0 
27970 
2809 0 
28210 
28300 
28400 
z 
(lb><{sq: in.) 
23.49 x lo6 
22.98 
22.52 
22.09 
21.69 
21.32 
20.99 
2o.6& 
2o;y3 1 
20.12 
:;::; 
19.41 
19.21 
1g.99 
;;.;g 
I 
‘--1 / I 
N,@t!” .- 
L 
For member ef, P=O, +=O, E=28X10e~btb.persq.in., ,$ =O, 
= 3.397 x lo* lb.-in. *. 
0 eff 
L! 
( > j \ eff 
2.97 
3.03 
3.0s 
3.12 
3.17 
3.21 
3.25 
3.29 
3.32 
1 
c c 
-I . 
C 
1.4 
3 
1:7 
1.6 
1.9 
2.0 
2.1 
2.2 
2. 
2. 1 
2.5 
2.6 
2.7 
2.8: 
f :; 
‘bc 
(lb.-in. ) 
1.404.x 104 
1..155 
2;; 
.&4 
.289 
,095 
-.lOl 
-.702 
I:$; 
-.sg6 
-1.118 
-1.361 
-1.633 
-1.911 
-2.227 
Member bc 
ia a bc ’ bc 
lkpa- in,:) 
;:2 % 
x loE 
z 
-07 
l 99 
Ei 
4:92 
4.99 
7.71 
9.69 
9.96 
b.1224 5.07 x lC+ 
.11g7 5.01 
.1174 4.95 
.1151 4.90 
.I130 4.85 
.1112 4.80 
.1og6 4.76, 
*lo 7 
::051 oh % 4:65 
.u?40 4.62 
.1026 4.58 
.1014 4.56 
.1006 4.53 
.ogg4 4. 0 
.ogg6 4. 26 
.ogp3 4.45 
ir. -’ 7 I.r. ., 1 11, .,,,,l, 3,7.+ 
Ndte.- For mepber ef, P = 0, E = 0, ii =z;le, X 10” lb. per sq. in,, 0, 
. . eff = 
sir ef:= 3-397 x. 10” IbAn. 
I 
c r ” c 
wlBm4 III (Cont’d.) 
Calculated Results for Solution of : :oblem 
Member cd T- 
c aca %a 
(l$-ine) 
%e 
;&a.-in. ) 
3 
Member de , 
caae 
2.7e;j -2.49 3 ld 
3 l 9g9 
5.964 I?$ 
10.22 -6: 44 
22.94 10.01 
y3.42 16.59 
$5.3 51.71. 
ts5.s 
56.23 
49.12 
16.6rs 
22.72 10.25 
12.47 
7.619 
7.51 
5.73 
5.189 4.57 
3-798 3.73 
2.930 
2.4Q2 
;*;9y 
1: 
2.023 2:&j 
s 
de 
(lb.-in.) 
2643 
-32.69 
-2476 
$;; 
-10340 
-13140 
-16150 
-19530 
-22020 
-26050 
-31210 
I;% 
:yg;: 
402200 
FL5 
cd 
lb.-ip.) 
r 
0.133 
.13a 
.14sl 
~63 
,181 
.200 
.226 
.261 
.314 
.3rJ3 
.484 
.7x 
1.63 
1.3g 
.1&7 
-533 
1.00 
, 
